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Introduction
Music touches the very heart of our humanity and a sense of the wonder of music has
touched human societies throughout history.[footnote 1] Music education offers young
people the chance to understand, perform and create in an aural dimension that often
sits outside our capacity to describe in words. For many pupils, the music they love will
be part of the narrative of their lives and bring colour to the experiences that shape
them.

In England, all pupils should study music until the end of key stage 3. The requirement
for maintained schools and academies to offer a broad and balanced curriculum is set
out in the Education Act 2002 (for maintained schools) and the Academies Act 2010.
This expectation is reflected in the national curriculum and is at the heart of the
education inspection framework.[footnote 2]

In this report, we have:

outlined the national context in relation to music

summarised our review of research into factors that can affect the quality of music
education

considered curriculum progression, pedagogy, assessment and the impact of school
leaders’ decisions on provision

The report draws on a range of sources, including a review of research and published
literature, and is underpinned by previous research that informed the ‘Education
inspection framework: overview of research’ and ‘Principles behind Ofsted’s research
reviews and subject reports’.[footnote 3] This report is supported by research into how
people learn music from a number of academic disciplines, including education,
expertise and cognitive psychology.

The current context of music education in
England
The fruits of England’s musical culture, in both community and commercial terms, are
plentiful. The musical scene in England includes thousands of community groups, with
long-running orchestras and ensembles from all the major world traditions. The
tradition of choral singing alone has resulted in a multitude of choirs and in many of the
country’s 42 cathedrals, the service of evensong has been sung daily for centuries.
Commercially, the music industry is a powerhouse. In 2019, the value of the music
industry to the UK economy was £5.8 billion.[footnote 4] Seven times this century, the
top-selling album globally has been by a British artist.[footnote 5]

It may be that the success of the country’s musical life is underpinned by the variety of
pathways into music. Young children can encounter the joy of music through singing
and playing in the early years. Pupils’ pathways into music might carry on through choir
schools and Pentecostal churches, bands in sheds and gigs in pubs, one-to-one lessons,
assessed grades, community performances or creative endeavours online. The
voluntary sector supports school provision and enhances children’s experiences.
[footnote 6] Music hubs support music education through their core and extension roles,
[footnote 7] including whole-class instrumental tuition. This review acknowledges
England’s diversity of opportunity, and the key role played by schools and music hubs.

Across the country, there are schools whose quality of musical education is world-
leading and, in some cases, reaches professional standards. The trajectory of recent
years, however, has been one in which pupil numbers at key stages 4 and 5 have
steadily declined, key stage 3 provision has been reduced and trainee primary teachers
have been offered shrinking amounts of musical training.[footnote 8] Reduced lesson
time has been accompanied by lower levels of the staffing that would support a rich
musical life.[footnote 9] Adequate staffing levels not only support the curriculum but also
the balance of formal and informal musical learning that can be so important for musical
development.[footnote 10]

The decline in the number of pupils taking music at key stage 4 applies to both BTEC
and GCSE.[footnote 11] Notably, the fall at GCSE between 2010 and 2019 has been far
more pronounced for boys, with male uptake falling from 24,000 entries to 15,500 and
female from 21,500 entries to 19,000.[footnote 12] Uptake has also fallen over the last 10
years at key stage 5.[footnote 13] It is notable that the number of pupils taking music A
level nationally implies an average uptake of around one to two pupils per school. This
means that, if a normal size school has 5 pupils opting for music A level, the cohort is
over double the average. It may be helpful for senior leadership teams to know this
context and plan for the likely small class sizes at key stage 5.

Making the case for music
This review starts from the assumption that a central purpose of good music education
is for pupils to make more music, think more musically and consequently become more
musical.

The case for music in the curriculum is often made from a range of different starting
points. Music’s place in school life is sometimes justified by reference to literature that
supports its wider benefits.[footnote 14] Among these are benefits to concentration,
phonemic awareness, literacy, memory and academic achievement.[footnote 15] This
focus on the wider benefits, however, is not always helpful if it encourages a view of
music as existing in the service of other subjects and competencies.[footnote 16]

Furthermore, the whole basis of music’s contribution to other areas of competence has
been challenged in a recent meta-analysis.[footnote 17] Other benefits have been called
into question, including those of general creativity and wider transferable skills.[footnote

18]

One framework for thinking about these transferable skills is through a scale of
‘remoteness’:[footnote 19]

“The degree of transfer of one’s expertise to a new situation depends on the specificity
of the match between that situation and one’s experience.”[footnote 20]

As an example of the challenge even experts face, an excellent teacher of A-level music
might still need quite a lot of new knowledge and experience of the early years before
being as successful teaching music to a Reception class.

This points to constraints on competence and expertise, a feature also highlighted by a
widely evidenced finding in the field of chess:[footnote 21] expert performance is based on
extensive domain-specific knowledge. This finding has been replicated in other fields,
[footnote 22] including music.[footnote 23]

Therefore, what can be said with a degree of certainty is that learning music is good for
becoming more musical. Playing the piano is helpful for improving piano performance,
singing in a choir supports becoming a good choral singer and writing lots of songs is a
foundation for expertise in song-writing. These are wonderful things in and of
themselves and need no further justification.

Curriculum planning

Summary

School music curriculums set out pathways for progression that enable pupils to
develop their musical knowledge. Progress in music requires pupils to develop
musically across 3 pillars that interrelate in musicianship.

The first pillar is the ‘technical’ development necessary for pupils to translate
their intentions successfully into sound. This will often involve instrumental
playing or singing but, if the resources are available, may also focus on music
technology.

The second pillar is the ‘constructive’ pillar. This refers to knowledge of how
musical components come together both analytically and in the creative process.

The third pillar, the ‘expressive’ pillar, is focused on the more indefinable aspects
of music: quality, meaning and creativity.

Curricular content supports pupils in developing these 3 pillars, which in turn
support the activities of performing, composing and listening. Before discussing
these pillars in detail, we will first set out what the review means when it refers to
‘knowledge’ and ‘learning’.

Learning and classes of knowledge in the
music curriculum
The central finding of this review is that, to become successful musicians, pupils must
use both their conscious and unconscious minds, with the latter being developed by
learning and experience. The idea that our actions rely heavily on unconscious
processes has been written about widely.[footnote 24] This idea is important in
understanding progression in music. Automated low-level processes free the mind from
mundane considerations. This cognitive liberty allows a focus on the musical quality in
performing and composing.

This review will refer to ‘learning’ as a change to long-term memory.[footnote 25] We
consider long-term memory to be the chief enabler of development. These changes may
occur through the acquisition of tacit, procedural or declarative knowledge, and when
the review refers to ‘knowledge’ or ‘curriculum content’, it is with reference to these 3
classes, not just to the facts of declarative knowledge.

Table 1: Classes of knowledge

Classes of knowledge Examples

Tacit – Tacit knowledge refers to the

knowledge gained through experience that is

often difficult to put into words.

An awareness that the opening of Schubert’s ‘Erlkönig’ is tense and

dramatic, even without understanding the text or knowing about

minor keys and triplet rhythms.

Procedural – Procedural knowledge is the

knowledge exercised in the performance of a

task.

Well-developed competence in creating drum grooves.

Declarative – Declarative knowledge refers to

facts or information stored in the memory.

Factual knowledge about eras, styles, composers or performers, as

stated in a written essay about musical culture.

This review notes that pupils may forget a lot of what they learn after their first
encounter.[footnote 26] Consolidation is therefore essential for newly learned knowledge
to become embedded as learning.[footnote 27] As an example, devoting a unit of work to
the keyboard without considerable further practice and application is unlikely to result
in any degree of fluency.

Tacit knowledge

The most widely shared musical knowledge comes about through enculturation,
whereby members of a culture gain some tacit knowledge of the workings of the main
musical systems they hear, usually from a very early age.[footnote 28] The importance of
exploring this form of knowledge is highlighted by Polanyi’s dictum that ‘we know more
than we can tell’.[footnote 29] Tacit knowledge is most often acquired through informal
listening:

“Repeated experiences of an event with a comparable functional relation to oneself and
a comparable outcome, over varying details of context… providing a rich basis for
developing meaningful knowledge.”[footnote 30]

Pupils engaging with music move from this undeclared and highly abstract knowledge –
a ‘receptive expertise’ – to the more concrete forms that start the path to productive
expertise.[footnote 31] As an example, pupils can gain a sense of what makes an idiomatic
melody through listening informally to the type of music (for example, salsa). It is later
that productive expertise in melodic composition leads to the creation of new pieces in
the style.

Procedural knowledge

Procedural knowledge, such as playing an instrument or being fluent in using multi-
tracking software, is the foundation of performing and composing. Well-developed
procedural knowledge depends on pupils acquiring an array of automated procedures
that they need to develop technical and expressive competence on an instrument.
[footnote 32]

The acquisition of procedural knowledge is particularly prone to cognitive overload.
[footnote 33] Humans can only deal with small amounts of new information at any one
time – somewhere between 4 and 7 pieces of new information.[footnote 34] This
constrains the amount of content that teachers can introduce in lessons and therefore
across curriculums. As an example, for a beginner to play a notated melody on the
piano, their working or long-term memory is likely to deal with, among other things:

note names on the treble clef

a key signature

a time signature

dynamics

tempo

the geography of the keyboard

the link between the written note and the played note

which right-hand finger to play with

which finger to play with to set your hand up for the next note

how hard to press the individual notes

how the level of pressure will change note to note to shape a phrase

If some of these aspects have not become unconscious through thorough learning,
then the pupil will experience cognitive overload and will be unlikely to succeed.[footnote

35] Avoiding cognitive overload is helpful for learning, a factor that infants seem to
understand implicitly.[footnote 36] A carefully judged level of difficulty is therefore
necessary to promote learning, and this will be supported by developing the
components of composite tasks and consolidating them.[footnote 37] This difficulty level
chosen may push at the boundaries of competence because:

“some ‘desirable difficulties’ – some cognitive load – helps learners to build their
determination and understand material more.”[footnote 38]

‘Little and often’ has also proven to be a useful approach with regard to acquiring
procedural knowledge.[footnote 39]

Procedural proficiency, as opposed to expertise, can be gained relatively quickly in
narrow areas (a good example might be learning to drive).[footnote 40] This is both
hopeful and challenging. If pupils can gain some procedural knowledge in tens of hours
rather than thousands of hours, it would certainly put procedural proficiency – crucial
for any level of productive musical fluency[footnote 41] – within the scope of a school
curriculum. Tens of hours, though, is a substantial amount of lesson time in which to
practise, and practice is effortful.[footnote 42] The most useful forms of practice may not
be the most enjoyable.[footnote 43] It has also been suggested that pupils generally need
much more practice than teachers assume to gain procedural fluency.[footnote 44] Not
all practice is made equal,[footnote 45] particularly for novices, whose metacognition is
limited.[footnote 46]

Curriculum plans should therefore set out the schedule of task-relevant practice
episodes, keeping in mind how much can realistically be learned.[footnote 47] Despite its
challenges, practice is, eventually, liberating.[footnote 48]

Declarative knowledge

Declarative knowledge underpins advanced thinking.[footnote 49] It is the presence of
this knowledge in long-term memory that allows the conscious mind to process
complex concepts.[footnote 50] It can be hard to achieve, like putting toothpaste into a
tube, to use the metaphor from Oakley and Sejnowski’s ‘Learning how to learn’.[footnote

51] It is better to give pupils regular, spaced-out re-encounters with lesson content than
to block the time, to help them build knowledge in long-term memory.[footnote 52] As an
example, primary school pupils learning about instruments are more likely to remember
through these regular, spaced-out re-encounters than if the learning is gathered into
rarely repeating blocks. The active recall that is involved in retrieval practice can also
help pupils reinforce their learning of declarative knowledge.[footnote 53] This can be
done through informal testing (including of musical response) or through asking pupils
to restructure information or teach the information to another pupil (without notes).
[footnote 54]

In a musical context, examples of declarative knowledge might include that of notation,
keys and chords or of the works and songs that illuminate musical culture. This
knowledge of shared and historical musical culture has an important role to play in
offering a broad and balanced education that supports cultural literacy.[footnote 55] This
is one of the reasons that Ofsted considers music to be an important part of an
education that is broad and balanced.

Curriculum scope
Having addressed the definitions of learning and knowledge, we will now look at
curriculum scope.

Curriculum music teaching for most pupils in England currently may consist of 30
minutes a week from Years 1 to 6 and one period (40 to 60 minutes) a week in key stage
3, although some secondary schools have reduced even this.[footnote 56] Many primary
and some secondary schools enhance this core provision with singing assemblies and
whole-class instrumental tuition.[footnote 57] However, taking into consideration training
days, examination weeks, trips and cover lessons, time for music over the 9 foundation
years, even in the most generously timetabled curriculums, is short. Typical time
allocations might result in, for example:

between 90 and 120 hours of music at primary school, on the basis of 30 minutes per
week throughout Years 1 to 6 – that is, between 15 and 20 hours a year

between 60 and 120 hours of music at secondary school in key stage 3, on the basis
of an hour a week throughout Years 7 to 9 – that is, between 20 and 40 hours a year

These yearly allocations of time are mostly less than a typical adult working week and
these limits increase the importance of good curriculum construction to plan for the
best possible use of time. Overly grand claims of what can be learned in this time will be
unfair to teachers and pupils and it will not be possible to include every valuable aspect
of music without the curriculum becoming a mile wide and an inch deep.

Curriculum scope is therefore constrained by time and realism about the extent of long-
term learning that can take place.[footnote 58] Inevitably, this involves difficult choices
about what to include and what to omit,[footnote 59] as understanding is dependent on
the procedural and declarative knowledge pupils have acquired and this is often
domain-specific.[footnote 60] Examples of ways in which knowledge underpins and
constrains instances of understanding include Westerners’ misconceptions of metre in
certain non-Western music, as in these referenced examples from South African and
Bolivian music.[footnote 61]

At a deeper level, the example of how different cultures structure time is further
evidence of how understanding is dependent on context. Some cultures, for instance
those influenced by Christianity and Islam, see time as linear and progressing ever
forwards: a teleological view of time. Many other cultures, such as those influenced by
Buddhism, see our human experiences as being part of a recursive understanding of
events: a cyclic view of time.[footnote 62] These philosophical approaches have been
seen as paralleled in teleological and cyclic conceptions of temporal organisation in
music. Scholars have suggested different ways in which temporal organisation of music
might be related to its social context, such as the cyclic structures of Javanese gamelan
or the teleology of Mozart’s composing.[footnote 63] These are domain-specific
differences and knowledge of one does not generalise to the other. Some possible
implications that curriculum designers may want to consider include:

that it may not work to map curriculum sequences onto a tour of genres – this may be
like trying to complete a jigsaw of a steam train with pieces from a puzzle depicting
the pyramids; teachers should be clear when units build on prior learning and when
they are starting afresh and building new concepts

that it is sensible to decide on what the curriculum goals are and the specifics of
curriculum content, rather than articulating principles and assuming that any
content will work to realise these principles

that the form of pupils’ musical understanding will then be dependent on the specific
curriculum content

Curriculum scope should also be informed by current research on human cognition and
the role of the phenomenon that cognitive psychologists refer to as working memory.
[footnote 64] The limits of our working memory/conscious minds constrain our processing
and attention. This is notably highlighted by recent research showing multi-tasking
under conscious control to be a myth.[footnote 65] All is not lost, however: complex
thinking can come about as a result of learning and automaticity from long-term
memory as set out in cognitive load theory.[footnote 66] Development of concepts in
pupils’ long-term memory expands curricular possibilities:

“As learner experience in a domain increases, working memory limitations could
become less important because relevant knowledge structures may already be
available in long-term memory.”[footnote 67]

These knowledge structures in long-term memory are referred to as ‘schemas’. A
helpful way of thinking about these schemas is through the metaphor of a jigsaw,
mentioned above. Authors use it when discussing learning, with the instances of
learning forming the pieces that come to make the whole from which pupils can draw
meaning.[footnote 68] The necessity for pupils to develop schemas in long-term memory
to reduce their cognitive load as they progress within a domain is clear.[footnote 69] For
example:

automaticity in finding chord shapes on the ukulele helps free up working memory for
strumming patterns or singing

learning music off by heart enables more focus on expression and movement in
performance

well-embedded knowledge of triads and inversions underpins thinking about voice
leading

Building these schema is supported by the pre-planned, well-sequenced curriculum
found to be effective in a wide range of educational settings.[footnote 70] In contrast,
challenges have been made to the efficacy of curriculums that rely on minimal
guidance.[footnote 71] This has been found to be particularly true for students from low-
income backgrounds and those with low prior attainment:[footnote 72]

“Such strategies negatively affect lower aptitude students as they’re often too abstract
and are based on partly automated knowledge which beginners don’t possess.”[footnote

73]

Curriculum leaders therefore need to consider cognitive load when setting out
curriculum cope so that all pupils can access the curriculum, consolidate learning in
long-term memory and progress further. Curricular expectations that do not take
cognitive load and time into consideration are extremely unlikely to be met.

Based on the above, high-quality music education
may have the following features

Curriculum content that might reasonably be mastered in the time available,
remembering that sometimes less is more.

Plentiful opportunities for pupils to return to and consolidate their short-term
learning.

Repetition of key curricular content with the gradual introduction of new
ideas, methods and concepts.

Pillars of progression
In this section of the review, we will categorise 3 pillars of progression in music
education: technical, constructive and expressive.

In making decisions about curriculum content, it is important to consider how the
sequence of content develops pupils’ musical knowledge and competencies over time.
This review proposes 3 pillars as the basis for progression in the musical activities of
performing, composing and listening/appraising. A good music education is
underpinned by robust, direct and incremental teaching that provides knowledge of
music’s technical and constructive aspects. This knowledge is learned in the context of
music’s history and provenance, allowing pupils to make increasingly sophisticated,
expressive responses and gain musical meaning. Together, these pillars contribute to
what could be described as ‘musical understanding’.

Figure 1: Pillars of progression

Table 2

Technical Constructive Expressive

- Competence in controlling sound

(instrumental, vocal or with music

technology)

- Use of a communication system, such as

staff notation or guitar tab

- Knowledge of the musical

elements/interrelated dimensions of

music 

- Knowledge of the components of

composition

- Musical quality

- Musical creativity 

- Knowledge of musical

meaning across the world and

time

Technical

Sound production

Development of motor skills for music is an important component in controlling and
understanding sound. It seems to be the case that musical training is most successfully
embedded when there is an earlier age of onset.[footnote 74] The ability to manipulate
sound is central to both performing and composing. It also impacts on how we listen.
Performance is unlikely to be an entirely satisfying experience for performers or
listeners if it is undermined by technical inaccuracies. Composition flows from
explorative improvisation and technical expertise expands the range of compositional
possibility.

A variety of sound production theorisations include a stage where the pupil translates
musical thoughts into the external world. The stages of good sound production have
been theorised in the fields of music psychology, expertise and neuroscience, as laid
out in Table 3.[footnote 75]

Table 3: Stages of good sound production

Music psychology Expertise         Neuroscience

1) Attention to sound production 

2) Coding/categorising individual sounds

3) Hold these together in a structure or

pattern 

4) Translate into response

1) Imagine 

2) Represent

3) Implement

1) Auditory

2) Sensory-motor 

3) Influenced by ‘imagination, colour, fantasy, and
emotion’[footnote 76]

A school’s curriculum should therefore enable pupils to develop their capability to
realise their imagination in sound, otherwise:

“If technical stability is not achieved then we would have the possibility that an
individual is able to form a representation of a heard expressive device, generate a
performance intention in which this device is present and thus intended for
performance, but fail to translate the intention into an adequate motor
program.”[footnote 77]

Curriculum designers may therefore wish to consider research on the most effective
ways to sequence procedural knowledge for long-term learning as outlined earlier.

A challenge for curriculums that develop technical competence over a long span of time
is the extent to which pupils’ learning can generalise across instruments and styles.

“As the individual engages with a particular domain, the characteristics of expert
performance begin to be acquired. These characteristics are specific to a particular
domain, and even within a domain, transfer of skills can be problematic.”[footnote 78]

Expressive musical outcomes are a function of progressively more advanced technique
enabling the colours of the imagination to be realised in sound.[footnote 79] This fine
motor skill is instrument-specific and is the product of both practice and knowledge of
the music.[footnote 80] Fine motor skill development on any instrument needs a lot of
time. Shallow encounters with lots of instruments will limit pupils’ musical outcomes to
the most mechanical and least expressive level. This means that school curriculums
require either more time or narrower instrument choice to improve the expressive
quality of pupils’ sound production.

As stated above, technical development also has an impact on listening. A pupil’s aural
perception changes with the amount of training in instrumental playing they have had,
even at a young age if it is regular and sustained.[footnote 81] These changes in
perception are instrument-specific:

“The increased acuity of the senses and their intimate interrelatedness with the motor
system are restricted to the stimuli musicians typically encounter when playing their
respective instruments.”[footnote 82]

Examples include:

pianists, who audiate (like visualising, but for sound) when moving their
fingers[footnote 83] and when observing others playing[footnote 84]

conductors, who are adept at separating sounds in the auditory field[footnote 85]

violinists and trumpeters, who hear tones better within the ranges of their own
instruments[footnote 86]

In summary, pupils’ ability to control sound, through singing, instrumental playing or
music technology, therefore supports their performing, composing and listening. It is
an important part of a curriculum, operates within specific fields of progression and is
the foundation of practical music-making.

Based on the above, high-quality music education may have the following
features

Curricular scope that includes enabling pupils to gradually develop control
over the sound they are producing.

Practice episodes to support the consolidation of procedural knowledge.

Consistency with regards to the medium for developing sound control,
recognising the weak transfer of procedural knowledge.

Communication systems

Music has an array of representational systems, ranging from staff notation, guitar tab
and chord symbols to verbal description[footnote 87] and graphic notation. The music of
many traditions is learnt by ear. The national curriculum requires pupils to learn to
understand and use staff notation.[footnote 88]

The field in which the research base for symbolic systems is most extensive is that of
early reading. The cross-over between this and musical symbols has been noted by
recent writing.[footnote 89] In the research on early reading, core principles are at work –
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recent writing.[footnote 89] In the research on early reading, core principles are at work –
principles that are particularly important for weaker readers.[footnote 90] These suggest
that the curriculum should help pupils to:

pay attention to the foundational components of the system (phonemes, not words)

decode to automaticity

consolidate their understanding of the components of reading

develop fluency and then attend to higher-level structures

In music, as with reading, research shows how early exploration of sound should be a
precursor to encounter with a system of notation.[footnote 91] This suggests that pupils
should be familiar with music and musical activities, such as singing, before they are
introduced to reading music notation. Children’s musical experiences and play in their
early years are therefore very important for gaining familiarity with musical concepts
before engaging with notation. In later years, the way in which pupils’ aural and
practical knowledge of music supports reading fluency extends to structures such as
chords, phrases or tonality.[footnote 92] Pupils need this understanding of music to read
notation fluently, just as familiarity with subject matter affects fluency of reading.
[footnote 93]

Being able to decode the notation automatically, however, is central to pupils being
able to use the system musically. The goal of teaching a notation system is for pupils to
be able to use it fluently and independently. Once decoding takes place
subconsciously, the mind is free to focus on musical goals. It is not surprising therefore
that accuracy correlates with expressive quality.[footnote 94] We can see this further in
the expressive quality of sight-reading by those who have complete fluency in the use of
notation and in the musical way in which adjustments to the written music are made.
[footnote 95]

Beyond the early encounters, notational systems also change our internal conceptions
of musical features rather than merely representing them. This can be seen in
perception of imposed metrical categories such as 3/4 or 6/8:

“First, we should differentiate metric information in a visual score from that which
meets a listener’s ears… given an unfamiliar melody, a listener often does not “know”
its designated meter; people don’t have scored bar lines in their heads.”[footnote 96]

This brings us to a further point, that symbolic systems are helpful in developing
abstract concepts, as has been shown in maths with the concept of discrete numbers.
[footnote 97] This is not to say that symbolic systems are uniquely powerful, after all blind
pupils can still become maths professors[footnote 98] and jazz musicians do not need
short score to be masters of voice-leading, but that nonetheless symbolic systems are a
useful way of accessing abstract concepts.

Based on the above, high-quality music education may have the following
features

The goal of automaticity in using the components set out in the curriculum,
such as reading the treble clef or chord symbols.

Large amounts of practice to enable pupils to develop reading fluency at the
level set out in the curriculum.

Constructive

Musical elements/interrelated dimensions of music

The interrelated dimensions of music, commonly known as elements, are set out, as in
the national curriculum, in Table 4. The description of elements in the national
curriculum as interrelated encourages teachers to avoid teaching them separately or
assuming that progress occurs through teaching them in silos.

Table 4

| Pitch | Texture | Tempo | Structure | Timbre | Dynamics | Duration |

The elements of music describe the constituent parts of music in a broad and abstract
fashion. This has implications for the situations in which people can generalise their
knowledge of the elements to new situations or contexts.[footnote 99]

Research into how pupils learn about concepts such as elements[footnote 100] suggests
that pupils have:

“the capacity to learn any quality that is exemplified through examples and the capacity
to generalise to new examples on the basis of sameness of quality.”[footnote 101]

Once curriculum leaders have made decisions about how musical elements will be
included in the curriculum, they should include well-chosen and numerous examples to
make it as likely as possible that pupils will develop an understanding of the boundaries
and ranges of chosen concepts.[footnote 102]

A consequence of the high level of abstraction at which elements operate is that they
can either be simple and general, or complex and specific. This can be seen in the way in
which the pitch of the following notes can be described:

Figure 2

Description 1 of pitch: there are 2 notes. One is high and one is low.

Description 2 of pitch: There are 2 notes. The lower note is a fairly low C on
the tonic. The upper note is a high G, a compound perfect 5th, on the
dominant.

The first description is accurate. The second could be accurate and, if so, reveals much
more about the music. However, its accuracy depends on the cultural and theoretical
context. It is not a description that generalises across any instance of these 2 notes
being played. It is a useful description in a piece of:

Western classical music in C major

yet not:

an Indian raga

atonal Western music

or even Western classical music in G major

The form of pupils’ knowledge of the elements can therefore be simple and general, in
which case learning can be shallow, or detailed and specific, in which case pupils’
learning is deep but less likely to transfer to new situations.

Curriculum designers therefore need to decide which elements to draw out and in
which situations, while ensuring that they are not siloed. In the early years, pupils may
be gaining a simple understanding of pitch in terms of high or low. This knowledge is a
crucial by-product of group singing. As pupils progress, their deepening understanding
will depend on the broader choices made by schools. Learning the ukulele, steel pans or
violin at primary school will all lead pupils to understand pitch more deeply, but it will be
in different ways according to the instrument. Understanding musical elements involves
a trade-off between depth/high resolution and breadth/low resolution. This is why
schools should avoid organising their whole curriculum by single elements, even though
they may be the focus in particular lessons, such as the importance of rhythm.

Based on the above, high-quality music education may have the following
features

Learning of the concepts and terminology of musical elements through
examples embedded within wider units of work, taking prior learning into
account.

Components and composites in composing

Composing is a highly complex composite activity:[footnote 103]

“for our perceptual and cognitive processing abilities not to be overwhelmed,
composers have to work within tight constraints.”[footnote 104]

This perspective led the composer Igor Stravinsky to write:

“The more constraints one imposes the more one frees one’s self of the chains that
shackle the spirit.”[footnote 105]

This aligns with research that suggests that pupils can make progress most
successfully when the curriculum identifies and develops components of composite
tasks, enabling learning sequences that lower cognitive load followed by effective
feedback.[footnote 106]

It is also important to recognise that, in coming to composing work, pupils bring with
them not just their knowledge of constructive musical components, but also their
technical knowledge and their expressive knowledge. This includes knowledge
acquired procedurally and that gained tacitly, from their individual contexts and
experiences. It also includes their personal feelings and humours.

Rehearsing the components of composition takes many different forms. It can range
from young pupils rehearsing idiomatic rhythms in samba, to ukulele players generating
chorus chord sequences, to A-level pupils learning about the cadential 6/4 progression
in Bach chorales. Curriculum designers are faced with the challenge that:

“the very acts of deciding what a component is, of how it might work in complex
interplay with other components and of how to select from a potentially infinite array of
possible components requires profound subject-informed judgement.”[footnote 107]

What teachers consider to be crucial components will therefore depend on what the
school’s music curriculum covers and the level of consolidation that will enable pupils
to approach creative opportunities on a firm foundation. Increasing facility with these
components through the curriculum will give pupils an opportunity to build knowledge
from diverse starting points and help to avoid any tendency towards cursory encounter.

A crucial issue for schools to consider in this part of a music curriculum is the nature of
creativity itself. There are proponents on both sides of the debate on whether creativity
is more domain-general or domain-specific.[footnote 108] In these arguments, the
domains are the high-level subject areas but the arguments around domains also
pertain to a much more granular level: for instance, there is a huge challenge even for
professionals in crossing contrasting domains, for example those of the concert pianist
and jazz improvisation.[footnote 109] When looking at creative products, the contribution
of domain-specific knowledge is well evidenced, even within narrow sub-domains.
[footnote 110] Given the cultural and domain-specific nature of aural perception, which is
dependent on a person’s knowledge of particular musical systems, styles and
repertoires,[footnote 111] it is not surprising that domain-specific procedural knowledge is
helpful in creating music. Curriculum designers might therefore consider the way in
which creative opportunities, which may be domain-general, build pupils’ competence,
supported by task-level, domain-specific knowledge.

This last paragraph needs exemplifying for its implications to be clear to curriculum
designers. One question is whether there are ways in which teaching harmony in one
tradition can support understanding in another. Near transfer of similar components
suggests that this could be the case, as long as the claim is not overblown.

The following examples all contain variants on the ii-V-I chord progression. Pupils can
understand this component through learning about a diverse range of musical genres.

Figure 3: excerpts from a Bach chorale, ‘Autumn Leaves’ by Joseph Kosma and
‘Picture Me’ by Dave

Each of these pieces contains a phrase or cycle that comes to a close as a result of the
ii-V-I chord sequence. Curriculum designers would therefore be justified in using Bach,
jazz or grime to teach perfect cadences (V-I) while recognising the stark contrasts in
the manner in which they use harmony more generally. Dave’s parallel harmony is
markedly different to the voice-leading of Bach chorales.

Curriculum sequences on composing should therefore develop pupils’ procedural
knowledge through well-chosen components that serve a clear purpose. The
cumulative development of these components helps pupils to compose in ways that do
not overwhelm them with complexity or require limitless supplies of time.

Composing is, in many ways, the ultimate composite activity in music education. It also,
arguably, makes composing the most challenging activity for teachers to plan and
manage in the music classroom. It is important for the planning of any composing
activity to take into account the individual knowledge that pupils bring to the
classroom, and to make room that allows for the personal response to composing
tasks. This is true for all learners, from the early years to the sixth form. But, in order for
pupils to make progress in composing work as they move through the school, the
curriculum should ensure that pupils increase their knowledge of the components that
come together to make stylistic wholes.

Based on the above, high-quality music education may have the following
features

Opportunities to develop knowledge of the components of composition that
pertain to chosen school curriculums and support work towards stylistic
composites.

Expressive

Expressive quality

Whether musical performance or composition is ‘good’ or not may be a difficult
judgement to make objectively but teachers should still put quality front and centre
when listening to pupils’ offerings. It is crucial to the whole purpose of music and must
be part of any good music teaching. A few points are therefore worth making:

Musical expression in performance is dependent on the highly developed technical
expertise of the performer.[footnote 112]

This is combined with what a performer knows and understands about the music they
are playing, both specifically and in terms of the wider culture in which the music
exists.[footnote 113] Pupils’ listening as part of the curriculum can also enable them to
gain a tacit understanding of unfamiliar musical systems.[footnote 114]

The fine motor microvariations, like the subtlety of a pianist’s touch or a singer’s
timbre, that underlie each performer’s expressive outcomes have been shown to be
highly systematic.[footnote 115] This is due to the fact that, for example, Western
listeners base their expectations on the rules of Western music theory, whether or
not they are explicitly aware of the rules.[footnote 116]

Our understanding of the way in which musical systems impact on emotion may be
underpinned by findings that emotion can arise out of a complex web of realised and
disrupted expectations.[footnote 117]

Based on the above, high-quality music education may have the following
features

Extensive listening opportunities to help develop pupils’ expressive
intentions.

Tasks at a technical level appropriate for pupils to be able to realise their
expressive intentions.

Creative output

The earlier section on components emphasised the Apollonian aspects of creativity:
clarity, logic and the carefully thought-through development of components. The
review of the literature makes clear that creativity is also of the more instinctive, less
controlled Dionysus: freedom and constraint must exist in balance.[footnote 118]

Learning components requires choices about inclusion and omission, since musical
components are not all-purpose. There is no reason for this to inhibit pupils’ creativity
so long as pupils are given the freedom to use the components of composition in varied
and idiosyncratic ways. Focusing on chord sequences, drum grooves and bass lines, for
instance, could be the starting point for music as different as electronic dance music,
indie, funk or a myriad of other genres.

There are many ways in which opportunities to be creative can be considered. One is
that if they disengage from the moment, pupils are able to explore the world of
imagination.[footnote 119] Creative solutions are not merely right or wrong answers but
take our experiences and recombine them to make something new. This process is
helped by exploring the internal world created by these experiences without the mind
being consumed by the here and now.

The importance of enabling pupils to improvise their way to creative outcomes without
inhibition is highlighted by the apocryphal Miles Davis quote: ‘Do not fear mistakes,
there are none.’[footnote 120] Fear of error can be a huge barrier to creativity.[footnote 121]

It is therefore important for ‘teachers to take creative risks and encourage this in their
pupils’.[footnote 122]

The role of autonomy has been highlighted in writings on classroom music[footnote 123]

and the part it plays in motivation, which needs to be in place for creative potential to
become creative reality.[footnote 124] Having been provided with the tools to compose by
the teaching of components, pupils will benefit from a degree of autonomy in how they
use them. The degree will be moderated by context, bearing in mind that too much
autonomy can also be unhelpful and that creative exploration cannot be endless,
otherwise the outcomes may never see the light of day.[footnote 125]

Based on the above, high-quality music education may have the following
feature

Space for exploration, inconsistency and independence.

Knowledge of music

As well as developing the procedural knowledge of how to perform and compose,
curriculum music enables pupils to learn about musical culture and history.[footnote 126]

Inevitably, this means that they need to explore musical ‘meaning’. The literature
suggests some broad categories of how musical meaning can be understood.[footnote

127] These are summarised in Table 5.

Table 5: Categories of musical meaning

Category Example

Formal The internal logic of the music itself, for example music that has a tonal centre, creating a formal sense of

closure.

Symbolic The extra-musical associations, for example the funereal narrative of Parry’s ‘Crossing the Bar’ or the

nocturnal sky in ‘Twinkle, Twinkle Little Star’.

Personal The meaning that comes from memorable experiences, for example, Metallica’s ‘Enter Sandman’ (not a

romantic song) meaning so much to a couple that it is played at their wedding.

Social Music’s meaning in the communities in which it is practised, for example in the dance and music of

Brazilian carnivals.

Gaining the knowledge of these musical meanings might sit within practical activities or
be separated in the curriculum, always bearing in mind that ‘music-making is more
important than music information’.[footnote 128] However this content is delivered, it
should still meet the definition of learning set out at the start of this review.
Consolidation of this knowledge in long-term memory is learning. Gains in depth and
breadth underpin pupils’ engagement with musical meaning. The presence of
knowledge in long-term memory is supported by a curriculum that considers:

the privileged place that stories hold in long-term memory, hence the prevalence of
music with a narrative programme in both primary and secondary schools[footnote 129]

emotional engagement as a powerful facilitator of memory[footnote 130]

that learning episodes should be spaced out, interleaved and consolidated with
opportunities for low-stakes testing and retrieval practice[footnote 131]

Based on the above, high-quality music education may have the following
features

Opportunities to gain knowledge of musical culture and repertoire, which is
part of a broad education and a joy in and of itself.

Realistic scope concerning this knowledge which, if it is to be meaningful and
remembered, is unlikely to be vast.

Developing the knowledge and skills of
pupils with special educational needs
and/or disabilities
The principles of cognitive load, components and clarity of instruction are particularly
important for planning the learning of pupils with special educational needs and/or
disabilities (SEND). Other reviews have already explored the benefits of explicit,
systematic instruction and rehearsal of declarative and procedural knowledge for pupils
with SEND.[footnote 132] The specific curriculum adaptions that some pupils need will, of
course, be highly contextual and there is no one-size-fits-all set of solutions. It is also
the case that some pupils with SEND may have enhanced musical perception, just as
evidence suggests that some children who are blind may have enhanced working
memory.[footnote 133] We noted earlier the successes of blind mathematicians and they,
alongside the many successful blind musicians, demonstrate how potential can be
fulfilled when barriers are overcome. These examples highlight the importance of
having high expectations for all pupils, understanding their strengths and needs, and
implementing appropriate interventions, including using adapted instruments.

Some planning for pupils with SEND will occur in careful decisions about curriculum
delivery, with research suggesting the importance of:

breaking down tasks

reducing the burden on working memory

the use of appropriate supportive routines

combining learning modes to enhance clarity/accessibility

adapting materials to ensure a good but achievable level of challenge[footnote 134]

The implications for teachers here are that pupils need high-quality curricular resources
that can be reasonably adjusted so that their access to the curriculum gives them the
best chance for success.

Further aspects of implementing the curriculum successfully for pupils with SEND will
centre more on examples such as the adaptions for learning seen highlighted in
Ofsted’s music subject report from 2012.[footnote 135] As will be discussed further
below, the form that this aspect of pedagogy will take is highly contextual. Whether in
curriculum planning or in lesson delivery, this contextual information will be best
understood and applied when subject leaders work closely with school special
educational needs coordinators to marry subject and specialist knowledge.

Summary questions on curriculum
Does curricular scope take into account what can realistically be learned, rather than
briefly encountered, in the time available?

Does the curriculum build pupils’ procedural knowledge in controlling sound?

Is this built up in a way that is gradual, iterative and coherent with regard to
instrument choice?

Is curriculum scope regarding appropriate representational systems realistic in the
time available? Will pupils gain the fluency to use them musically?

How will pupils encounter the examples that give meaning to the concepts of musical
elements?

Are compositional components identified for development and given sufficient
practice time?

How does the curriculum take into account the importance of quality and creative
diversity in students’ musical offerings?

Where are the opportunities to consider musical culture and meaning?

Pedagogy

Summary

The successful implementation of any curriculum will be highly dependent on
teachers’ effectiveness, as laid out in the research underpinning the education
inspection framework. Although this effectiveness is contextual, research does
highlight some points to consider. Guidance from teachers should be high for
novices, a category that could include A-level pupils for certain learning activities.
One of the most effective ways in which a teacher can support their pupils is through
feedback on task components. We therefore discuss formative assessment in this
section. Finally, levels of pupil attention and motivation correlate strongly with
positive outcomes.

Curriculum implementation

Up to this point, the review has relied heavily on 2 principles – time and cognitive load.
These influence every aspect of curriculum planning. Together with a wide body of
research, they suggest ways of setting out content to ensure that pupils acquire the
tacit, procedural and declarative knowledge intended. For the curriculum section of
this review, we have sought evidence and drawn conclusions from the latest research.
To understand why time and working memory only tell part of the story, we will now
discuss how music curriculums can be implemented – how supreme organisation,
subtly managed teacher–student relationships and memorable lessons can come
together into curricular goals.[footnote 136]

That the delivery of a curriculum is an art, not a science, comes through in a study of
correlations between teachers’ actions in videoed lessons and evidence of students’
learning at the end of year.[footnote 137] Almost none of the variance was predicted from
observations of the teacher, a finding summarised here:

“This analysis leads us to reject the idea that expertise in teaching can be defined in
terms of decontextualized “best practices”. Our view is that correlations between
teacher actions and student learning are low not because we haven’t yet identified the
right set of best practices, but because teaching itself is contextual, meaning that such
correlations will always be low.”[footnote 138]

It is, in fact, the opportunities that teachers give pupils to attend to and learn the most
appropriate curriculum content that most successfully correlate with good learning
outcomes. Teachers therefore may consider promoting these opportunities, as in the
following examples.

Table 6: Examples of high-impact features of curriculum implementation

Feature Example

Productive
struggle[footnote

139]

Creating a desirable level of difficulty for all the pupils in a class is a key challenge for teachers.

Presenting pupils with music that is technically too difficult or that provides insufficient challenge

might lead to demotivation or frustration instead of the affirming state of flow that can come from
satisfying engagement.[footnote 140]

Cognitive
activity[footnote

141]

In order to keep pupils thinking musically, teachers may focus on what the pupils are thinking
rather than what they are doing: ‘active engagement takes place in the brain’.[footnote 142]

Practice

opportunities

with diagnostic
feedback[footnote

143]

Teachers may promote opportunities to practise the components of composite tasks outlined in

the curriculum section; this will be more effective if there are regular opportunities for feedback.

Feedback and guidance

The diagnostic feedback mentioned in Table 6 is one of the most important learning
opportunities that a teacher can offer:

“Formative “developmental” assessment in music is far more important than making
summative judgements as it helps pupils and teachers understand the learning process
better and work out the range of possible next steps.”[footnote 144]

Research into feedback in education this century has highlighted some important
principles for teachers to apply:[footnote 145]

Table 7: Research into feedback from ‘The power of feedback’

Principle Example

If a pupil does not know enough about a topic,

then they do not need feedback, they need

more instruction.

Example: A novice attempting a C major scale without being sure

where C is needs instruction in the geography of the keyboard.

Feedback needs to be context-specific, not

general.

Example: A pupil playing all the accents of the son clave rhythm on

the beats of a 4/4 bar needs aural and/or verbal feedback to hear

where the syncopation happens.

Feedback should require the student to do

more work, not the teacher.

Example: Avoid extensive written feedback that would be better

expressed as a musical demonstration for the pupil to respond to.

Feedback needs to be non-threatening to the

pupil’s sense of self.

Example: Locate the error in the musical action rather than innate

musicality.

Praise the task, not the pupil. Example: Locate the success in the quality of the pupil’s playing

rather than the quality of their being.

Task feedback is most powerful when it

addresses faulty conceptions as opposed to a

complete misunderstanding.

Example: Correcting an analysis of G as the subdominant in C major

is useful only if the pupil knows what C, G, major, tonic,

subdominant and dominant mean.

The feedback that takes place frequently in a classroom will often be the error feedback
that will support progress.[footnote 146] This error feedback is most usefully given at the
component level.[footnote 147] The clear articulation of these components in the school
curriculum supports teachers to identify these components in their feedback; good
formative assessment, as with summative assessment, requires ‘a clear and concise
conceptualization of what is to be learned’.[footnote 148] Components have the
advantage of this clarity, unlike level descriptors, which are summative in nature and
are ‘effectively grades in prose’.[footnote 149]



are ‘effectively grades in prose’.[footnote 149]

Components give teachers the opportunity for assessing declarative and procedural
knowledge to identify areas for feedback without resorting to summative assessments
of composites. Examples might include:

whether pupils learning about song-writing know named chords and can use them in
inversions or with idiomatic rhythm

checking pupils’ knowledge of the treble clef before starting to play a new melody

checking whether pupils can aurally recognise, for example, a sitar, tanpura, bansuri
and tabla before aural analysis of north Indian classical music

In providing opportunities for developmental feedback, decisions need to be made
about who provides this feedback. Research suggests that, in particular for novices, the
feedback needs to be from someone with much greater expertise. This is highly likely to
be a teacher, because the metacognition needed to analyse and correct errors is weak
in novice musicians.[footnote 150]

Differences between novices and experts inform teaching practice more broadly,
particularly in deciding on the level of guidance from teachers:

Guidance is important for all pupils, as is demonstrated for even the most advanced
pupils who become experts through deliberate practice.[footnote 151]

It is particularly important for novices.[footnote 152]

Musically, an example of explicit guidance could be in gaining the concept of a riff. For
pupils to understand riffs, rather than merely encountering them, teachers might plan:

listening to riffs in a variety of music styles

consolidating this aural understanding at well-spaced gaps

playing some riffs from well-known songs

consolidating this procedural knowledge at well-spaced gaps

improvising riffs on the pentatonic scale across a number of lessons at well-spaced-
out intervals

This is not to say that this concept cannot be learned informally. In fact, this particular
concept is probably most often learned informally. The claim is that in a classroom
music setting constrained by time and cognitive load, carefully planned instruction will
see the greatest number of pupils having the longest lasting understanding of the
concept.

Musical guidance is likely to often include the modelling of musical examples as a
method of demonstrating process and quality,[footnote 153] confirming the usefulness of
teacher expertise in the music that they are teaching.

Based on the above, high-quality music education
may have the following features

Clarity over the components which will form the basis for formative
assessment.

High levels of guidance for novices, remembering that pupils in every key
stage are sometimes novices, with increasing freedom as pupils gain greater
competence.

Pupil attention and motivation

As well as exploring the importance of judgements about guidance and feedback, the
review will also look at the role of learner attention and motivation. So far, we have
looked at the evidence for sequencing and consolidation in long-term memory; it is
important to also examine the role of significant or personal experiences.

Children’s attention is often limited and highly sought after. In a world where the
average teenager’s smartphone screen-time may be 4 hours a day, education is
competing with the instant gratification provided by the social media giants.[footnote 154]

While education will ultimately be more rewarding, the gratification it affords is hugely
delayed in comparison. The challenge is exacerbated by the fact that the amount of
attention that can be given by pupils is hugely constrained.[footnote 155] The
consequences of this limited attention are large and extend to the myth of multitasking
under conscious control:

“In any multitask situation whenever we have to perform multiple cognitive operations
under the control of attention, at least one of the operations is slowed down or
forgotten altogether.”[footnote 156]

The implications for classroom practice of these findings around attention are
illuminated by further research:

Table 8: Implications for the classroom from research on attention

Findings from research Implications for the classroom

Pupils are more limited in their

ability to think metacognitively

while they are learning new
material.[footnote 157]

Without good feedback, pupils may just continually play through pieces of music
without stopping to isolate and improve mistakes.[footnote 158]

Task structure should be simple

and consistent so that pupils’

attention can be given to the

important musical aspects of the
curriculum.[footnote 159]

Changing the surface structure of a task takes attention away from the underlying

desired learning. Keeping the unimportant aspects consistent leaves more space

for thinking about crucial details such as dynamics and phrasing.

Ambient noise in classrooms can

hinder pupils’ concentration.
[footnote 160]

Music classrooms will hopefully be filled with musical noise much of the time. All

noise is not equal, however, and a calm, peaceful classroom will, when

appropriate, help all pupils.

When students are allowed to

use their smartphones in class,

their performance suffers, even

months later, when they are

tested on the specific content of
that day’s class.[footnote 161]

Smartphones appear to offer exciting new horizons to music teaching and there is

no doubt they could be useful. It is increasingly clear, however, that they can be a
detriment to pupils’ ability to focus.[footnote 162]

Inattention breeds invisibility.
[footnote 163] Pupils will not even

have paid attention to the lesson

content, let alone remember it.

We cannot be sure whether pupils are paying attention all the time – and indeed,

this would be an unachievably high bar. Nevertheless, teachers might usefully

remember that all humans filter out the vast majority of what we see and hear.

Some learning, such as the tacit knowledge of musical styles, will happen anyway.

Other learning, such as how to use and understand musical notation or play a D

major chord on a guitar, will not.

Another well-known and advocated finding is that attention is social.[footnote 164] This
can have both a positive and negative impact, similar to the ‘Matthew effect’:[footnote

165] if attention is influenced by our peers, then large amounts of group attention
creates more attention from waverers and large amounts of inattention does the same.

Whole-school policies can impact on the culture of attention and adherence[footnote 166]

but the individual teacher is only in control of the environment in one class. The creation
of an effective learning environment will be an important factor in enhancing pupils’
attention and motivating them with interest in the subject. Motivation, of course, helps
pupils’ levels of attention enormously:

“When pupils are motivated, they pay more attention, put in more effort, persist for
longer, and are able to work more independently.”[footnote 167]

First, it is important to note that good outcomes can enhance intrinsic motivation.
[footnote 168] Providing tasks that have a well-judged level of challenge that pupils can
complete is a positive step in the cycle of attainment and motivation. Principles for
tasks being ‘well-judged’ take into consideration the fact that humans have:

no curiosity for the unsurprising

no attraction to tasks that are over-complex and, therefore, confusing[footnote 169]

Overly simple or complex tasks may therefore lead to boredom or avoidance. In judging
this balance, teachers may wish to bear in mind the short available curriculum time and
the level of simplicity this implies for many pupils.

As well as the thinking around task level, there is plenty of evidence that social and
cognitive support can help motivation.[footnote 170] This can come through adults or
from work with peers, which has the potential to create a virtuous cycle of effort and
engagement. As ever, teachers need to make a judgement about when group work will
enhance motivation and learning[footnote 171] and when it will not, given the possibility
that suboptimal behaviour might ensue.[footnote 172]

In motivating music pupils, there is a case for allowing some ‘student agency’ in their
choice of repertoire, with caveats around how dominant this aspect is.[footnote 173] In a
study in Sweden, where student agency is a central feature of the music curriculum,
pupils appreciate their agency but also feel that repertoire lacks diversity.[footnote 174]

“As a result of a sharp focus on personal social development and individual students’
musical interests, music education in Sweden has become relatively limited in terms of
repertoire, content and teaching methods.”[footnote 175]

The case for student choice in repertoire could sit uncomfortably with a pre-planned
curriculum. Pupils cannot choose what they do not know exists, so an excessive weight
on student choice denies the overall goal of schooling. However, there is no reason why
teachers should not give pupils some opportunities to choose repertoire. Teachers
should be aware of the possible benefits, and judge when choice will motivate and when
it will not.[footnote 176]

Returning to the power of significance in memory, this review also looks at the
importance of teachers setting up the powerfully rewarding experiences that support
the attention and motivation that underpin learning.[footnote 177] Emotion, or affect,
might be one of the most significant factors that determine how and what we
remember.[footnote 178] Music is a powerful way of creating human emotion. It is
therefore not surprising that memorable musical experiences are a strong predictor of
life-long musical learning.

It is the nature of these memorable experiences that they are a strong deviation from
the norm. Attempts to create them will sometimes succeed and sometimes fail, and the
same lessons and events will succeed or fail differentially depending on the pupil (and
so teachers should not be judged on their ability to suddenly ‘be motivating’ during
period 4 on a Wednesday). Nevertheless, it is in these occasional significant lessons,
concerts or trips that the memories that fuel a life-long love of music will be made. Their
contribution is central to any understanding of good music education.

Based on the above, high-quality music education
may have the following features

Occasional outlying moments of powerful emotional impact, created
deliberately through careful planning or through seizing the moment and
running with it.

Recognition that attention filters out most of what pupils perceive and that it
should not be wasted on ephemera.

Assessment

Summary

This section will focus on assessment that is marked, which can be summative or
formative. Less formal assessment was covered in our section on feedback and
guidance. One purpose of marking is to enable teachers and school leaders to judge
whole-curriculum effectiveness. This summative assessment should be infrequent
so as not to distort the delivery of the curriculum. Short-term performance does not
always equal long-term learning. A second purpose is to enable teachers to spot
gaps and misconceptions in pupils’ learning. A third purpose, or effect, of testing
pupils is as a learning activity in and of itself. Testing supports pupils in retaining
knowledge in long-term memory. For the latter 2 points, it is worth highlighting that
marking does not always need to be recorded to have been useful.

Marked assessment

One of the great challenges for teachers is how to make judgements without negatively
affecting the education of our pupils in the process. Teachers and leaders often feel
boxed in by a version of the philosophical question about the noise made by unobserved
trees falling in forests: if a pupil makes progress and no-one has documented it, has it
taken place?

One purpose of marking pupils’ work, as opposed to the informal assessment written
about earlier, is to tell pupils, teachers and curriculum designers how well the
curriculum has been delivered. This process needs to be managed very carefully so that
assessment is used to check on curriculum effectiveness rather than the curriculum
being driven by providing evidence for the assessment. Burdensome documentation of
progress should be avoided and assessment lessons where learning is interrupted for
the purpose of verifying progress may not be a good use of time.[footnote 179]

The reportable examples of this summative assessment include headline public exams
at key stages 4 and 5 and non-statutory reporting from schools to parents in key stages
1 to 3, as well as instrumental grade exams by external examination boards. The
assessments all confront a similar major obstacle, which is that there are no universal
features of music that allow an assessment of attainment in the domain as a whole:
[footnote 180]

“More constrained models of specific musical skills or understanding seem to be more
successful in explaining musical behaviour and predicting development in a limited
number of domains.”[footnote 181]

It may be better to accept this and then narrow the scope for claims that can be inferred
about musicality from assessment. As an example, ABRSM piano grades predict
technique and expression in piano performance and do not extrapolate one instance of
musicality into a wider claim. Curriculum designers may wish to bear this in mind when
designing and interpreting assessments at key stages 1 to 3.

Assessment at key stages 4 and 5

Pupils’ performance in a summative examination should be the result of complex layers
of learning developed cumulatively across many years of study. Too much focus on
examination content in earlier stages of learning is likely to be unhelpful because it may
limit pupils’ opportunities to develop this wider knowledge and therefore their capacity
to learn and remember later content. Assessment in the early parts of the courses will
more usefully be the formative assessment of components that allow the pupils to
develop high-quality composites, such as performances or compositions.

Table 9: Assessment at the end of term 1 in Year 10

Formative assessment of components Summative assessment of

composites

Procedural and declarative knowledge of chords 

Procedural and declarative knowledge of bass lines 

Declarative knowledge of how articulation, metre, tempo and tonality link to

sound 

Features quiz on aural identification of the musical features of bhangra and

reggae

A completed composition 

Full melody dictation 

Analysis of set works

GCSE listening questions

Schools should be careful, when setting target grades, about using correlations to
make predictions:

“It makes no sense to tie music students’ musical achievement to their scores on
standardized maths and reading scores.”[footnote 182]

In addition, many pupils who take GCSE and A-level music have one-to-one tuition
outside the school curriculum. What target grades mean in this context, given the
uneven playing field, is unclear.

Assessment at key stages 1 to 3

At key stages 4 and 5, the design of summative assessment is decided outside schools,
but in the foundation years, schools have to design their own assessments. If a school
wants to report progress once a term, evidenced through a summative assessment,
that might amount to a summative assessment every 5 to 10 hours of learning in music
(compared with every 40 hours of learning in mathematics). This could lead to
assessment driving the curriculum and is a chief danger of subject assessment
schedules being driven by one-size-fits-all, school-wide policies.

The curriculum section of this review set out 3 pillars of progression in music education.
These could be borne in mind when devising assessments and their interaction over
time. Teachers may want to consider progression along these continua and try to avoid
attempting to shoehorn unrelated topics into pathways of progression using generic
criteria.

Table 10: Interaction of pillars and lesson activities

Technical Constructive Expressive

Performing Gradual, iterative development of motor

skill, playing and singing with increasing

accuracy and confidence.

Increasingly fluent use

of musical elements in

performance

Increasing expression in

performance and understanding of

musical context and provenance

Composing Development of motor skill to enable

exploration and production of ideas

Knowledge and

handling of the

components of

composition

Increasing sophistication and

creativity in musical outcomes

Listening Development of the inner ear Conscious awareness

of musical elements

and their use

Increasing knowledge of musical

pieces, genres and cultures

There are 3 points that need to be drawn out further:

Linearity – some aspects of progression in music may be quite linear, such as the
development of technique on an instrument or the gradual increase of declarative
knowledge; and others, such as consistency of compositional quality, will not.[footnote

183]

Consolidation – the amount of consolidation needed for any procedural knowledge to
be learned well enough to support the next stage of progression will be significant.
Assessment schedules should not assume that one instance of success equals long-
term learning and, on this basis, require pupils to demonstrate further ‘progress’ a
term later.

Quality – as it is particularly hard to reliably judge musical quality, it might be
tempting to focus too heavily on technical progression. Musical quality in, for
instance, performance is an important part of musical judgement.[footnote 184]

Assessment in early years

Assessment in the early years is highly unlikely to be focused on summative
assessments and will be most effective when centred on supportive, encouraging
feedback. In line with advice that is generally given, leaders and teachers in early years
settings should avoid excessive assessment that takes children away from
opportunities to learn and to make music. Instead, leaders and teachers could consider
careful observations of whole-class activities involving music – noting whether children
are able to clap in time and sing at the right pitch, and whether they know songs and
tunes off by heart.

Assessment of music through work in books or through photographs of them engaged
in musical activities is of limited use in the early years. It is more important to observe
children’s musical responses, either live or through recordings. However, book-sharing
activities can also incorporate opportunities to share and check whether pupils have
foundational knowledge, such as remembering the names of musical instruments. A
picture of a class visit to see a brass band play can also be used to help pupils recall
words and concepts associated with that activity. This would also serve as a useful time
for teachers to check what pupils know.

Based on the above, high-quality music education may
have the following features

Judicious use of summative assessment to check on curriculum effectiveness.

Use of assessment to identify pupil misconceptions or missing areas of
understanding.

Use of assessment as part of the learning process itself.

Systems at subject/school level

Summary

A high-quality music education depends on effective subject and school leadership.
This starts with allocating sufficient curriculum time to teach the music curriculum.
The wider musical life of a school will be underpinned by staff having time outside
their curriculum hours to run the clubs, workshops and trips that provide the
memorable experiences central to a life-long love of the subject. This will be hard for
single-person departments or when staff are expected to manage this while also
teaching a full curriculum load. Musical activities are often vertical, which can be
hard to manage in a school system that mostly works horizontally (for instance, by
year group). Schools with a strong musical culture will find creative solutions to
enable music to flourish alongside other subjects.

Features of strong school systems

Having evaluated a range of evidence, this review suggests the following features of
school systems that are likely to enable high-quality music education.

First, adequate curriculum time will support teachers in enabling learning to take place
– the recent ‘Model music curriculum’ published by the Department for Education
suggests at least an hour a week.[footnote 185] Ofsted highlighted the negative impact of
limited curriculum time on the quality of the music education in schools in our previous
report on music.[footnote 186]

This current review also notes the distorting effects of inappropriate whole-school
systems on the operation of music departments. Within the curriculum, these might
include assessment schedules, progression models and generic teaching strategies.
The wider life of a music department is, like physical education, unusual among the
foundation subjects. Good music departments are often underpinned by 3 learning
environments:

music in the classroom (the ‘taught curriculum’), compulsory until Year 9, then
optional for examination classes (GCSE, BTEC, A level)

instrumental and vocal tuition (in groups or one-to-one) and ensemble membership

musical ‘events’ and opportunities, for example singing in assembly, concerts and
shows, trips to professional concerts[footnote 187]

On an organisational level, the success of points 2 and 3 is dependent on music
departments being able to run lessons, ensembles and concerts in groupings that are:

often vertical (for example, choirs)

one-/two-to-one (for example, instrumental lessons)

at times that either clash with curriculum lessons or are outside normal contact
hours

Few other subjects are so dependent on this necessary flexible support from the school
and its systems to flourish. The activities that music entails also have financial
implications, particularly given the social justice imperative to ensure equality of
opportunity for involvement in the school’s musical provision.

In primary schools, an additional consideration is teachers’ continual professional
development (CPD) and the curriculum support they receive in a subject in which many
do not feel confident.[footnote 188] Research suggests that CPD which focuses on the
teachers as musicians will be beneficial.[footnote 189] By developing teachers’
musicianship, their confidence and understanding in delivering a quality musical
education to pupils will be enhanced.

The review started by highlighting the rich diversity of educational pathways that fuel
England’s musical life. As we re-build after the COVID-19 (coronavirus) pandemic, it is
this diversity of excellence that can show the pathways towards greater equality of
musical opportunity and the decisions taken by schools will be central to any revival.

Conclusion
This review has explored a range of evidence relating to high-quality music education. It
has identified features that might sit behind high-quality curriculums at primary and
secondary levels. It is not a simple checklist of activities that we expect to see in school
music (and should not be made into one), since there are various ways that schools can
construct and teach high-quality music curriculums. Rather, it outlines a conception of
quality curricular construction in music viewed through the lens of the education
inspection framework.

At the start of the review, we stated that, to become successful musicians, pupils must
develop both their conscious and unconscious minds so that they might live in a
mountain range instead of a copse. The songwriter experimenting, organist improvising,
MC rapping or reviewer making judgements are all able to ply their craft because their
art has moved beyond the boundaries of the conscious mind as a result of the
knowledge they have gained. While much of this knowledge will be used unconsciously,
this does not mean it will be unthinking, cold or mechanical. We are not computers.

In this review, we have focused on how the components of a music curriculum may be
best learned in the classroom. While the composites that spring from them will often be
more than mere sums of their parts, we have set out the worth of understanding these
component parts. Our understanding sits apart from one philosophical tradition of the
mind, a tradition that looks back to Descartes and beyond in its view that ‘the mind is
entirely indivisible’.[footnote 190] That thinking on indivisibility impacts on views of the
soul, the mind, human understanding, great art, creative processes, musical meanings,
the technical underpinnings of expressive performance and knowledge of the words
that allow us to speak of music. To understand the component parts of our wider
understanding and capabilities, however, is to illuminate them, not to reduce them.
Shining this light on the components of musicality is to liberate our pupils from some of
the boundaries that constrain us before we gain more knowledge of the world. In music,
this enables pupils to perform the sublime creations of others, to explore their own
creative potential and, through wider listening, to come to a broader understanding of
musical culture and meaning. Our musical inheritances, as citizens of the UK and
citizens of the world, stand among the great wonders of humankind. Our pupils deserve
to engage richly with this tradition.
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